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Bitspower Touchaqua
Sedna O11D Kit Set for
LIAN LI O11 DYNAMIC
Series Chassis (front)

$779.95

Product Images

Short Description

Bitspower Touchaqua Sedna O11D Kit Set for LIAN LI O11 DYNAMIC Series (front)

Included is everything you'll need to custom water-cool your CPU inside your LIAN LI O11 DYNAMIC Series
case. Combining a water distribution reservoir, a pump, a radiator, high performance fans, and the CPU and
VGA block, this kit has everything you need to make your PC look amazing while keeping temperatures totally
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under control. Designed to replace the front panel of the case, the distribution reservoir features a powerful
pump that will keep your liquid moving at the right pace, and a mirror silver finish, that will turn your case in
a work of art.

Description

Bitspower Touchaqua Sedna O11D Kit Set for LIAN LI O11 DYNAMIC Series (front)

Included is everything you'll need to custom water-cool your CPU inside your LIAN LI O11 DYNAMIC Series
case. Combining a water distribution reservoir, a pump, a radiator, high performance fans, and the CPU and
VGA block, this kit has everything you need to make your PC look amazing while keeping temperatures totally
under control. Designed to replace the front panel of the case, the distribution reservoir features a powerful
pump that will keep your liquid moving at the right pace, and a mirror silver finish, that will turn your case in
a work of art.

With novice modders in mind, Bitspower designed a distribution reservoir that is easy to install while
providing a professional look. Equipped with multiple water inlets and outlets to route the water from the
radiator to the VGA than the CPU, this reservoirs also gives you more playroom for the graphics card location
with a dual inlet/outlet designed to prevent having to bend more tubes and create a cleaner look to your
loop.

The Bitspower Touchaqua Sedna O11D Kit Set for LIAN LI O11 DYNAMIC Series (front), equipped with
Bitspower Digital RGB, is sure to become the center of attention of your case with bright LEDs that are
certified by ASUS AURA Sync, GIGABYTE RGB Fusion, MSI Mystic Light Sync, ASRock Polychrome, BIOSTAR
VIVID LED DJ, and Razer Chroma.

This image is for reference purposes only - not the actual finished product.

Features

If there aren’t enough DRGB headers on the motherboard, you can use the "Bitspower Touchaqua Digital
RGB Multi Function Controller", which is available for purchase in the options below.
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I wanna show off, but what's the support I'd need?

◆DRGB

The end of power supply is 3PIN. The sequence is +/D/↓ (some motherboards are shown +5V/D/↓, and the
plug is like 4PIN but the 3rd PIN is empty). Please plug in the corresponding direction of motherboard,
controller or the wire integrator for one to many. If choosing the motherboard as the power supply, the light
effect can be synchronize with MB. Digital Controller can be purchased in options below.

Specifications

Compatibility :

Lian Li O11 DYNAMIC  (front)

LED Strip Management By Bitspower Digital RGB And Certified By ASUS AURA Sync, GIGABYTE RGB Fusion,
MSI Mystic Light Sync, ASRock Polychrome, BIOSTAR VIVID LED DJ and Razer Chroma.

Included :

1set of BPTA-WDPO11DA-PWM
1set of BPTAN-NLS360-F2PB
1set of BPTA-CPUMS-DRGB
1set of BP-VG2080RD-A2
1set of BPTA-FX1812-DRGB-3
1set of BP-HTSB11CL-1M
1set of BP-CMCT
1set of TA-F60-GS
1set of BPTA-RE-GS
2set of BPTA-F06-GS
6set of BPTA-90RE-GS
5set of BPTA-DOTFH1420-GS
1pcs of BP-TB
2pcs of BP-DG14AALPII
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5pcs of BP-NCCLT14AC-L500

S1 Pump Spec.
Rated voltage：12V DC
Power consumption：17W
Maximum flow：960L/h
Noise：40~45dBA
Maximum system temperature：60℃
PWM：Yes
Electric Connector：Molex 4 Pin
Warranty：2 years

This image is for reference purposes only - not the actual finished product.

*** Bitspower reserves the right to change the product design and interpretations. These are subject to
change without notice. Product colors and accessories are based on the actual product. ***

*** From 15th March 2018, all of our installation guides will be provided electronically via an easy-to-use QR
code attached to the packaging. ***

*** Before filling in the water, please make sure all the components are installed correctly. To prevent any
leakage which may damage the PC components, please perform a 24-hour leaking test with only the pump
connected to the power supply. ***

Additional Information

Brand Bitspower

SKU BPTA-WDPO11DA-KIT

Weight 12.0000

Block CPU Type Intel

Pump Type P1M

Radiator Size 240 (2 x 120mm)

Radiator Thickness 27mm

Reservoir Type Distribution plate

Vendor SKU/EAN 4712914786586
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